The role of self-motion in acrophobia treatment
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Abstract: Acrophobia is a chronic highly debilitating disorder preventing sufferers from engaging with high places. Its aetiology is linked to the development of mobility during infancy. We evaluated the efficacy of various type of movement in the treatment of this disorder within a virtual reality environment. Four men and four women who were diagnosed with acrophobia were tested in a virtual environment reproducing the balcony of a hotel. Anxiety and behavioral avoidance measures were taken as participants climbed outdoor stairs, moved sideways on balconies or stood still. This took place in both a real and virtual environment as part of a treatment evaluation study. Participants experienced an elevated level of anxiety not only to increases in height, but also when required to move laterally at a fixed height. These anxiety levels were significantly higher than those elicited by viewing the fear-invoking scene without movement. We have demonstrated a direct link between any type of movement at a height and the triggering of acrophobia in line with earlier developmental studies. Given this is suggested that recalibration of the action-perception system, aided by virtual reality, can be an important adjunct to standard psychotherapy.
Introduction

Studies of the treatment of acrophobia have traditionally focussed on the effects of different therapeutic approaches\textsuperscript{1}, cognitive processes\textsuperscript{2} and the time and frequency of the exposure treatments\textsuperscript{3}. Despite its apparent etiological importance\textsuperscript{4}, motion is almost never mentioned as an important factor in exposure therapy. Nevertheless, the close relationship between perception and motor activity is well established. We know, for example, that postural control is dependent upon the integration of information from the proprioceptive, vestibular and visual sensory systems\textsuperscript{5}. If preference is given to visual inputs, the individuals become sensitive to perturbations in their visual surroundings\textsuperscript{6}. This increased reliance on vision may also be reflected in complaints of disequilibrium during certain situations of daily living that include complex, moving visual environments or heights\textsuperscript{7}. In the present study, we hypothesize that the level of fear experienced by participants is related to the level of self motion, as opposed to being determined by an exposure to a particular height. In line with this hypothesis, this study focuses on the subjective evaluation of discomfort during three levels of movement: 1) the participant is static, with no noticeable head or body movements; 2) he or she is walking along at a particular level and turning his or her head to explore the environment; or 3) he or she is going up to a higher level in the virtual world.

Method

Data from 8 participants, 4 men and 4 women with ages ranging between 23 and 58 (mean 32.7) who took part in a broader study of acrophobia treatment\textsuperscript{8} were collected. The participants were first informed about the exposure procedures, and their informed written consent was obtained. Subjects received a pre-test followed by
three sessions of VR exposure. Sessions lasted about 35 minutes and were held weekly. As measures of acrophobia we used the Subjective Units of Discomfort (SUD) and a Behavioral Avoidance Test (BAT). The software rendered a scene visualized with a helmet mounted display and a tracker which recreated the view from a balcony. The participants’ level of anxiety was assessed with a SUD score every three minutes. Also, all significant corrective steps and body movements were recorded on a scale from 1 to 10, providing a record of subjective discomfort.

Data Analysis

SUD scores were measured as the participants experienced one of three categories of motion. These categories involved the participant: 0) being static, with no noticeable head or body movements; 1) walking along the balcony and moving the head to explore the environment; 2) climbing to a higher balcony in the virtual world.

Results

A non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis analysis compared SUD values by the three types of movement across all participants and revealed statistically significant differences among the three ($\chi^2 = 71.255; p<.001$). Comparing horizontal (type 1) movements SUD with the static type 0 (number of observations = 25), the non parametric Wilcoxon test revealed a $Z = -3.401$ and $p= .001$. The SUD in Type 2 movements, compared with type 0 (number of observations = 21), Wilcoxon revealed a $Z = -3.394$; $p= .001$. An example of the relation between types of movement and anxiety can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1 – Participant 4 movement type during treatment and SUDS scores during three minute epochs
Data were plotted for each participant and the overall mean for each movement type and compared with variations in the SUD score. Plots of the data suggest a strong relationship among the three kinds of movement (types 0, 1 and 2) and the anxiety of the participants in the virtual world measured by SUD. It is clear that the median SUD ratios are similar for both movement types - 1 (horizontal displacement) and 2 (climbing up).

**Discussion**

We found that average SUD scores are similar for both horizontal displacement (type 1) and climbing up (type 2) movements, but both are greater than just static exposure (type 0). Moreover, the variance in these scores for the type 1 movement was smaller than for type 2. Therefore, it seems that exploratory patterns of the environment, such as walking around, postural adjustments and head movements, do promote more consistent and higher rates of fear than vertical climbing.
movements. We also found that the magnitude of variation in the SUD scores correlate with the type of movement performed by participants. This effect was noticed mainly in the first session, after which habituation occurred. Responses during treatment are not able to identify the etiological factors affecting acrophobia, but they do support the idea that movement is an important factor in creating fear responses, which appeared to relate to perceived violations of the expected correlation between visual, vestibular and somatosensory inputs. This is consistent with research regarding fear reactions in children tested on the visual cliff as well with findings showing that exercises to promote awareness of somatosensory inputs enhances the participant’s confidence in height situations. Further studies are needed to corroborate and extend these findings; namely, to highlight what kind of head and body movements and which linear or angular amplitudes are crucial as phobia triggers.

Conclusion

We consider our framework relevant not only from fundamental and psychopathologic perspectives but also for clinical applications. Clinicians usually consider the variable “height” as the main, if not the only, feature of the exposure therapy for acrophobia. Our study highlights the importance of self-motion in acrophobia. We would suggest that it is important for the clinician to train his/her clients to perform several movements in balconies or other elevated environments, which will not only elicit the levels of fear required to accomplish habituation, but also provide improved sensory training to ameliorate the root causes of the disorder.
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